Novel Motion Patterns Matter for Practical Skeleton-Based Action Recognition
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Abstract

Most skeleton-based action recognition methods assume that the same type of action samples in the training set and the test set share similar motion patterns. However, action samples in real scenarios usually contain novel motion patterns which are not involved in the training set. As it is laborious to collect sufficient training samples to enumerate various types of novel motion patterns, this paper presents a practical skeleton-based action recognition task where the training set contains common motion patterns of action samples and the test set contains action samples that suffer from novel motion patterns. For this task, we present a Mask Graph Convolutional Network (Mask-GCN) to focus on learning action-specific skeleton joints that mainly convey action information meanwhile masking action-agnostic skeleton joints that convey rare action information and suffer from novel motion patterns. Specifically, we design a policy network to learn layer-wise body masks to construct masked adjacency matrices, which guide a GCN-based backbone to learn stable yet informative action features from dynamic graph structure. Extensive experiments on our newly collected dataset verify that Mask-GCN outperforms most GCN-based methods when testing with various novel motion patterns.

Introduction

Action recognition is of great importance to human-robot interaction, which enables a robot to understand the meaning of human movements. Existing work can be roughly categorized into RGB-based methods (Tu et al. 2019; Liu and Yuan 2018), depth-based methods (Chen et al. 2016), and skeleton-based methods (Liu, Liu, and Chen 2017; Liu, Meng, and Liang 2022). Compared with RGB data, skeleton representation of actions suffers less from clutter backgrounds and additionally encodes depth information (Zhang et al. 2022; Tu et al. 2022). Compared with depth data, skeleton data directly capture human body structure meanwhile having less redundant information. Moreover, skeleton data can be accessed in real-time with the spread of depth sensors. Therefore, skeleton-based action recognition has attracted increasing attention (Yan, Xiong, and Lin 2018; Chen et al. 2021).
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Figure 1: Comparison between samples used in previous methods and ours. We take an action “wave” as an example. (a) Previous methods assume that samples in both training and test sets share similar motion patterns. (b) In our method, samples in the test set contain novel motion patterns, e.g. leg movements (named as “walking”), which are unobserved in the training set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CS(_1)%</th>
<th>CS(_2)%</th>
<th>CV(_1)%</th>
<th>CV(_2)%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTR-GCN</td>
<td>46.90</td>
<td>62.48</td>
<td>44.46</td>
<td>66.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>51.05</td>
<td>66.90</td>
<td>57.79</td>
<td>73.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of performances between state-of-the-art CTR-GCN (Chen et al. 2021) method and ours on our dataset, where test samples contain novel motion patterns. (CS: cross subject; CV: cross view)

Skeleton-based action recognition methods assume that the same type of action samples in the training set and the test set share similar motion patterns. This ideal assumption is widely adopted by existing skeleton-based action recognition datasets (Wang et al. 2014; Chen, Jafari, and Kehtarnavaz 2015; Shahroury et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2020), including the most popular dataset, i.e., NTU RGB+D dataset. We take an action “wave” as an example. The training and test samples used in previous methods are shown in Fig. 1 (a). They contain similar motion patterns, i.e., raising one hand and moving the hand from one side to another. Meanwhile, remaining body parts, e.g., legs, keep nearly still.

Practical Problem: Compared with samples in Fig. 1 (a), action samples in real scenarios are more complex. We observe that action samples usually contain novel motion patterns which are not involved in the training set. We take an action “wave” from our newly collected dataset as an example. The training and test samples used in our method are shown in Fig. 1 (b), where the test sample contains novel motion patterns, e.g. leg movements, which are unobserved in our training set. One natural question arises: How do the novel motion patterns in the test stage affect the existing
skeleton-based action recognition methods?

We answer this question by evaluating the state-of-the-art CTR-GCN (Chen et al. 2021) method on our dataset. Despite that CTR-GCN dominates current skeleton-based action recognition methods, CTR-GCN only achieves inferior results in Table 1. To explain these results, we carefully analyze the network architecture of CTR-GCN. In general, this kind of GCN-based method typically stacks multi-layer graph convolution for feature extraction. Each graph convolution uses an Adjacency Matrix Generation (AMG) block for generating adjacency matrix and uses a Spatial Convolution (S-Conv) block for spatial feature learning. Different from graph convolution, we present AMMG to generate an adjacency matrix mask, which guides the adjacency matrix to learn channel-wise local features.

**Figure 2: Pipeline of mask graph convolution, which contains three blocks, namely “AMG”, “S-Conv” and “AMMG”. Specifically, AMG is short for Adjacency Matrix Generation. S-Conv is short for Spatial Convolution. AMMG is short for Adjacency Matrix Mask Generation. We follow graph convolution to use AMG block for generating adjacency matrix and to use S-Conv block for spatial feature learning. Different from graph convolution, we present AMMG to generate an adjacency matrix mask, which guides the adjacency matrix to learn channel-wise local features.**

Our Solution: To solve the limitation of GCN-based methods on this challenging problem setting, we first divide skeleton joints into two categories, namely action-specific joints which mainly convey action information, and action-agnostic joints which present rare action information. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), we observe that people mainly use action-specific skeleton joints to perform actions meanwhile use action-agnostic skeleton joints to generate novel motion patterns. Inspired by this observation, we present a mask graph convolution that focuses on learning action-specific skeleton joints meanwhile masking action-agnostic joints. In this way, we can learn motion patterns from actions and suffer less from novel motion patterns. Specifically, to solve the defect of the traditional adjacency matrix, we take advantage of the general GCN method and present a Mask GCN framework by stacking multi-layer mask graph convolution. Fig. 2 shows the pipeline of our proposed mask graph convolution. It also highlights that mask graph convolution differs from common graph convolution by involving a new Adjacency Matrix Mask Generation (AMMG) block, which generates a channel-wise mask to guide an adjacency matrix to learn stable yet informative spatial features. Our main contributions are summarized as three-fold.

- To facilitate action recognition in real applications, we present a practical skeleton-based action recognition task, which introduces novel motion patterns into test samples. To bridge the gap between training and test samples, we present a Mask-GCN framework that uses multiple mask graph convolution layers for deep feature learning from action-specific skeleton joints.
- To implement our Mask-GCN, we develop an Adjacency Matrix Mask Generation (AMMG) block for learning action-dependant adjacency matrix mask. Specifically, a Policy Network (PN) is designed to aggregate global and local features from an input feature, and Gumbel-Softmax is used to generate a body mask, based on which we formulate the adjacency matrix mask.
- We collect the first large-scale dataset for evaluating different methods of handling novel motion patterns. It serves as a new benchmark to facilitate the research in this direction. Extensive experiments on our dataset verify the effectiveness of our Mask-GCN by outperforming most GCN-based action recognition methods.

**Related Work**

An end-to-end hierarchical RNN (Du, Wang, and Wang 2015) was proposed to model the long-term contextual information of skeleton sequences. Based on RNN, a Spatio-temporal LSTM (Liu et al. 2016) was presented to encode hidden information of skeleton over both spatial and temporal domains concurrently. On top of RNN, a spatial and temporal attention model (Song et al. 2017) was also proposed to selectively focus on discriminative joints. To enhance the sequential modeling ability of RNN, a spatial-temporal transformer network (Plizzari, Cannici, and Matteucci 2021) was used to understand intra-frame interactions between different body parts and to model inter-frame correlations. Another spatial-temporal specialized transformer (Zhang et al. 2021) was also used to model skeleton sequences in spatial and temporal dimensions respectively. Instead of using a sequential modeling network, a CNN model (Du, Fu, and Wang 2015) was used to model the hidden spatial-temporal information of skeleton sequences from an image, which is the concatenation of the joint coordinates. Moreover, multiple images (Ke et al. 2017; Liu, Liu, and Chen 2017) were also used as inputs of CNN models to extract spatial-temporal skeleton features.

Noticing that a skeleton sequence is a graph, a Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Network (ST-GCN) (Yan, Xiong, and Lin 2018) was proposed to model dynamic skeletons, which moves beyond the limitations of previous methods by automatically learning spatial and temporal patterns. To improve the inference speed of ST-GCN, a simple yet effective semantics-guided neural network (SGN) (Zhang et al. 2020) was proposed to describe a long-term skeleton sequence as multiple short-term sequences. Based on SGN, an adaptive SGN (Shi et al. 2021) was developed to further reduce the computational cost of the inference process by
adaptingly controlling the number of skeleton joints on-the-fly. Instead of modifying inputs, the regular GCN structure was improved to formulate an efficient shift graph convolutional network (Shift-GCN) (Cheng et al. 2020b), which is composed of novel shift graph operations and lightweight point-wise convolutions. To improve the performance of ST-GCN, a directed graph neural networks (Shi et al. 2019a) was proposed to represent the skeleton data as a directed acyclic graph based on the kinematic dependency between the joints and bones in the natural human body. To capture part-level information, a part-level graph convolutional network (Huang et al. 2020a) was developed, which uses a graph pooling operation to automatically aggregate body joints into body parts. Noting that previous GCN methods separately encode spatial and temporal information, unified graph convolutions (Liu et al. 2020) were developed to extract spatial-temporal features at the same time. Besides, Bayesian inference (Zhao et al. 2019), attention mechanism (Si et al. 2019), residual connection (Song et al. 2020), and context encoding (Zhang, Xu, and Tao 2020) were jointly used with GCN to explore more discriminate features.

Recent work focuses on designing an adjacency matrix so that the graph convolution network can effectively learn topology information. Instead of using a single adjacency matrix, multiple high-order adjacency matrices (Huang et al. 2020b) can be used in an inception module. Rather than design hand-crafted adjacency matrix, actional-structural graph convolutional network (Li et al. 2019), two-stream adaptive graph convolutional network (Shi et al. 2019b) and dynamic graph convolutional network (Ye et al. 2020) used data-driven adjacency matrix that can be optimized through backward propagation. Inspired by CNN which uses an independent spatial aggregation kernel for every channel to capture different spatial information, the decoupling graph convolutional network (Cheng et al. 2020a) adopted an independent adjacency matrix for every channel to boost the graph modeling ability with no extra computation. To reduce the difficulty of modeling channel-wise topologies, channel-wise topology refinement graph convolution (CTR-GCN) (Chen et al. 2021) models channel-wise topologies by learning a shared topology as a generic prior for all channels and then refining it with channel-specific correlations for each channel. Our method differs from CTR-GCN in several aspects. First, we design a mask-guided adjacency matrix for topology learning from action-specific skeleton joints. Second, we develop a policy network using local and global modeling for implementing our adjacency matrix mask generation block. Moreover, experimental results verify that our method outperforms CTR-GCN by a large margin in handling novel motion patterns in the test stage.

**Mask Graph Convolutional Network**

Mask Graph Convolutional Network (Mask-GCN) consists of multiple Mask Graph Convolution (Mask-GC) layers. In the following, we first introduce the general idea of Mask-GC, then detail the Adjacency Matrix Mask Generation (AMMG) block to implement the Mask-GC, and finally formulate the Mask-GCN framework for practical skeleton-based action recognition.

### Mask-GC

A human skeleton is naturally a graph, where vertices are joints and edges are bones. To describe the graph, Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) has achieved high success. GCN involves multiple graph convolutions, where each graph convolution contains two main steps, namely, spatial feature learning and global topology learning. Global topology learning is used to further enhance the extracted spatial features. Suppose a GCN contains \( M \) graph convolutions. Taking the \( m \)-th graph convolution as an example, its operation is formulated as:

\[
X_{m+1} = \mathcal{E}(S(X_m), A_m),
\]

where \( m \in \{0, \ldots, M - 1\} \), \( X_m \) is the input feature, and \( X_{m+1} \) is the output feature that is used for next graph convolution. When \( m = 0 \), \( X_0 \) is the input skeleton sequence. Otherwise, \( X_m \) is the output of the previous graph convolution. \( S \) is the spatial convolution operation that is used for spatial feature learning. \( \mathcal{E} \) is the aggregation operation which is combined with an adjacency matrix \( A_m \) for global topology learning. Each element of the adjacency matrix reflects the correlation strength between pairwise joints. The original adjacency matrix is defined according to the physical connections between joints. Recent work verifies that the adjacency matrix can be directly learned from the input feature. The learned adjacency matrix can be shared by different channels of \( S(X_m) \). Moreover, the channel-specific adjacency matrix can be directly learned from the input feature, which achieves state-of-the-art results on the skeleton-based action recognition task.

Our Mask-GC is built upon the channel-specific adjacency matrix. The data flow of the mask graph convolution is shown in Fig. 2, which contains a S-Conv (Spatial Convolution) block, an AMMG (Adjacency Matrix Generation) block and an AMMG (Adjacency Matrix Mask Generation) block. The combination of the S-Conv block and the AMMG block implements the standard graph convolution operation. Our motivation is to use the AMMG block to constrain the reception field of adjacency matrices extracted by the AMMG block. Multiple mask graph convolutions are used to implement a Mask Graph Convolutional Network (Mask-GCN). Suppose a Mask-GC contains \( M \) graph graph convolutions. Taking the \( m \)-th mask graph convolution as an example, its operation is defined as:

\[
X_{m+1} = \mathcal{E}(S(X_m), A_m \cdot \mathcal{M}(X_m)),
\]

where \( \mathcal{M} \) is the function of AMMG block, \( \mathcal{M}(X_m) \) is the adjacency matrix mask, and other operations and variables are defined following Eq. (1). We follow CTR-GCN (Chen et al. 2021) to implement the S-Conv block and AMMG block.

Specifically, S-Conv takes \( X_m \) as input and outputs \( S(X_m) \). Let \( X_m = [J \times T_m \times C_m] \), where \( "[\]" \) denotes a vector, \( J \) is the joint number of a skeleton, \( T_m \) is the temporal dimension and \( C_m \) is the spatial dimension. Specially, the input feature for the 0-th graph convolution is \( X_0 = [J \times T_0 \times C_0] \), where \( T_0 \) is the length of the skeleton sequence, \( C_0 \) equals 3, which denotes three coordinates of skeleton joints. The output feature vector \( S(X_m) \) can be denoted as \( [J \times T_m \times C_m] \). Generally, S-Conv extracts deeper spatial features for each
spatial-temporal joint and extends the feature channel number from $C_m$ to $C_n$. We can use $1 \times 1$ convolution to implement S-Conv. AMG takes $X_m$ as input and outputs the learnable adjacency matrix $A_m$. The key idea of constructing $A_m$ is to measure the correlation of pairwise joints, e.g., the $p$-th joint and the $q$-th joint, where $p$ and $q$ belong to $(0, \ldots, J-1)$. For the $p$-th joint, the corresponding feature is $X_{m,p} = [1 \times T_m \times C_m]$. Noting that the temporal dimension contains redundant information, we further expand the spatial dimension and then compress the temporal dimension to obtain a more representative joint feature, which is denoted as $X'_{m,p} = [1 \times C_h]$, where $C_h$ is the new channel number. Similarly, the $q$-th joint can be denoted as $X'_{m,q} = [1 \times C_h]$. The correlation score is calculated as $\tanh(X'_{m,p} - X'_{m,q})$, where $\tanh$ activation function is used to mapping the correlation score to the scope of $[-1, 1]$. By concatenating correlation scores of all pairs, we can obtain a correlation matrix, which can be denoted as $[J \times J \times C_h]$. We further use $1 \times 1$ convolution to map the correlation matrix to the adjacency matrix $[J \times J \times C_n]$.

AMMG. As a core component of Mask-GC, our proposed AMMG (Adjacency Matrix Mask Generation) block mainly consists of a PN (Policy Network) block and a DE (Dimensional Expansion) operation. The general pipeline of AMMG is illustrated in Fig. 3, which can be formulated as:

$$M(X_m) = D(B(X_m)), \quad (3)$$

where $B$ denotes function of PN block and $D$ denotes the function of the DE operation.

PN is a policy network that takes a deep feature $X_m = [J \times T_m \times C_m]$ as input and outputs a body mask $B_m = [J \times 1]$. Specifically, local modeling is firstly applied on $X_m$ to aggregate information across different channels, and generate a new feature $[J \times T_m \times 2]$. Simple $1 \times 1$ convolution can be used to implement the local modeling function. Second, we use temporal pooling to aggregate information across the temporal axis, and obtain a new feature $P_m = [J \times 2]$. For the $j$-th row, the feature $P_{m,j} = [1 \times 2]$ indicates the probability of selecting each skeleton joint. We can obtain the discrete actions to select skeleton joints through argmax. Considering that argmax is not differentiable, we introduce the Gumbel Softmax trick (Jang, Gu, and Poole 2016) to solve this problem. In the forward stage, we calculate action as:

$$a_{m,j} = \arg \max_i (P_{m,j}^i + G_{m,j}^i), \quad (4)$$

where $a_{m,j}$ denotes the action for the $j$-th joint in the $m$-th layer. When $a_{m,j}$ equals one, $B_{m,j}$ is set to one. Otherwise, $B_{m,j}$ is set to zero. $G_{m,j}$ is defined as:

$$G_{m,j}^i = - \log(-\log U_{m,j}^i), \quad (5)$$

where $U_{m,j}^i$ is sampled from a uniform i.i.d distribution – $\text{Uniform}(0, 1)$. In the back-propagation stage, we use the continuous Gumbel Softmax to relax Eq. (4) as:

$$\tilde{a}_{m,j} = \frac{\exp(P_{m,j}^i + G_{m,j}^i)/\tau}{\sum_k \exp(P_{m,j}^k + G_{m,j}^k)/\tau}, \quad (6)$$

where $\tau$ is the temperature parameter. When $\tau$ is set to a small value, samples from the Gumbel Softmax are close to one hot vector. Otherwise, the variance of samples’ gradients from Gumbel Softmax becomes small. We select the proper value for $\tau$ by ablation studies on our dataset.

Besides using local modeling for generating features to indicate the probability of selecting each skeleton joint, we also provide an alternative way that takes advantage of global modeling. Specifically, the input feature $X_m = [J \times T_m \times C_m]$ is firstly compressed by temporal pooling to generate a compact feature $[J \times C_m]$.

Figure 3: Illustration of our proposed Mask-GCN and our proposed Adjacency Matrix Mask Generation (AMMG) block, which consists of a Policy Network (PN) block and Dimensional Expansion (DE) operation.
uses local modeling. Noting that we use a selective passing mechanism to determine which feature is selected. The following Gumbel Softmax operation remains unchanged.

DE is a dimensional expansion operation that is used to generate adjacency matrix mask $[J \times J \times C_m]$ from $B_m$, which can be formulated as:

$$D(B_m) = [B_m \times B_m^{-1}] \ldots [B_m \times B_m^{-1}],$$

where $\|$ is the concatenate operation.

**Mask-GCN.** The pipeline of Mask-GCN (Mask Graph Convolutional Network) is shown in Fig. 3. We first use the batch normalization layer to normalize the input skeleton sequence, then use multiple feature extraction blocks to extract deep features, and finally use a fully connected (FC) layer for the classification task. Each feature extraction block consists of a mask graph convolution and a T-Conv operation which denotes temporal convolution. We follow CTR-GCN (Chen et al. 2021) to implement the T-Conv, which contains four branches and each contains a 1 x 1 convolution to reduce channel dimension. The first branch uses 5 x 1 convolution with dilation equals 1. The second branch uses 5 x 1 convolution with dilation equals 2. The third branch uses 3 x 1 convolution and max pooling. The mask graph convolution extracts spatial features from normalized skeleton sequences. Then T-Conv further extracts temporal features. Batch normalization is used between the mask graph convolution and T-Conv to alleviate the overfitting problem. ReLU is used before and after T-Conv to increase the non-linear fitting capability. Residual connection is applied before and after T-Conv to avoid the degradation problem of the deep neural network. After applying multiple feature extraction blocks, the extracted deep feature is processed by an FC layer to generate a prediction value for each action type. The dropout layer is used before the FC layer to avoid overfitting.

**Dataset.** To evaluate our method, we use the pipeline shown in Fig. 4 to collect a new dataset. There are 21780 3D skeleton sequences in our dataset. Each action was repeatedly performed by 22 subjects 5 times and was observed by three Kinect V2 sensors from different viewpoints. These sensors are fixed on a robot platform to capture different robot views. Our dataset contains 10 types of actions, i.e., “clockwise”, “counterclockwise”, “keepClose”, “keepFar”, “left”, “right”, “nod”, “shake”, “raiseUp”, “wave”, and 5 types of novel motion patterns, i.e., “walking”, “sitDown”, “standUp”, “squat”, “squatUp”. Noting that novel motion patterns have various types, we just adopt 5 typical types as an example. Our training set contains samples with 10 types of actions. Our testing set contains samples with a mixture of actions and novel motion patterns. Taking action “nod” as an example, our training set only contains samples with action “nod”. Our test set contains samples that action “nod” and novel motion patterns concurrently happen, i.e., “nod + walking”, “nod + sitDown”, “nod + standUp”, “nod + squat”, “nod + squatUp”. Noting that novel motion patterns are invisible in the training phase, therefore multi-label action recognition task cannot be used for this task.

Table 2 compares our dataset with the existing datasets for the skeleton-based action analysis task. As can be seen, the scale of our dataset is comparable with recent RGB-D Varying-view (Ji et al. 2018) and IKEA ASM (Ben-Shabat et al. 2021) datasets. In our dataset, each action type contains more than 1k samples, which ensures sufficient training and test samples. Moreover, our dataset contains three types of noise, i.e., “S”, “P” and “M”, where “S” stands for noise from depth sensors, “P” stands for noise from pose estimation methods, and “NMP” denotes novel motion patterns.
Berkeley MHAD (Ofli et al. 2013) and EV-Action (Wang et al. 2020) use wearing sensors to generate skeleton joints, therefore these datasets do not contain noise from pose estimation methods. Compare with previous datasets, samples in our test set contain more noise. As shown in Fig. 5 (b), these are randomly selected snaps from samples indicating action “wave”, where the target motion patterns of “wave” suffers severe effect from novel motion patterns.

## Experiments

We evaluate existing state-of-the-art skeleton-based action recognition methods and our proposed method on the newly collected dataset. Four types of evaluation protocols are performed, i.e., cross-subject recognition with low training data (CS\textsubscript{1}), cross-subject recognition with more training data (CS\textsubscript{2}), cross-view recognition with low training data (CV\textsubscript{1}), cross-view recognition with more training data (CV\textsubscript{2}). Specifically, CS\textsubscript{1} uses 10 subjects for training, CS\textsubscript{2} uses 20 subjects for training, CV\textsuperscript{1} uses 1 view for training, and CV\textsubscript{2} uses 2 views for training. We report evaluation results of ST-GCN (Yan, Xiong, and Lin 2018) (AAAI 2018), CTR-GCN (Chen et al. 2021) (CVPR 2021) and info-GCN (Chi et al. 2022) (CVPR 2022), as these methods are either typical methods or currently the best methods for skeleton-based action recognition task. Our method is most comparable with CTR-GCN (Chen et al. 2021), as both methods use the same channel-wise topology refinement method for graph convolution and the same temporal convolution for temporal information aggregation. We use “Ours (Global)” to denote our proposed Mask-GCN with both global and local modeling for implementing policy network. “Ours (Local)” denotes our proposed Mask-GCN with local modeling for implementing policy network. “Ours (Global & Local)” denotes our proposed Mask-GCN with both global and local modeling for implementing policy network. As “Ours (Local)” achieves the best performance, we use it as the final solution, which is short for “Ours”.

### Comparisons with State-of-the-arts

Table 3 compares our method with CTR-GCN, where We have three observations. First, despite the superior performances of CTR-GCN on skeleton-based action recognition task, its performance on our dataset is far from satisfactory. On our dataset, CTR-GCN only achieves an accuracy of 62.48% using CS\textsubscript{2} protocol and achieves an accuracy of 66.08% using CS\textsubscript{1} protocol. The main reason comes from the gap between training and test samples. The imperfect performances of CTR-GCN reflect that our dataset is more challenging than the existing datasets. Second, our method achieves obvious improvements over CTR-GCN, which verifies the effectiveness of our proposed mask graph convolution operation. Taking action “clockwise” as an example, our method achieves an accuracy of 66.86%, meanwhile, CTR-GCN only achieves an accuracy of 51.16%. Taking action “counterclockwise” as another example, our method achieves an accuracy of 51.72% using CS\textsubscript{2} protocol and achieves an accuracy of 62.48% using CS\textsubscript{1} protocol. The main reason comes from the gap between training and test samples. The imperfect performances of CTR-GCN reflect that our dataset is more challenging than the existing datasets. Second, our method achieves obvious improvements over CTR-GCN, which verifies the effectiveness of our proposed mask graph convolution operation. Taking action “clockwise” as an example, our method achieves an accuracy of 66.86%, meanwhile, CTR-GCN only achieves an accuracy of 51.16%. Taking action “counterclockwise” as another example, our method achieves an accuracy of 51.16%. Taking action “clockwise” as another example, our method achieves an accuracy of 66.86%, meanwhile, CTR-GCN only achieves an accuracy of 51.16%. Taking action “counterclockwise” as another example, our method achieves an accuracy of 51.16%. Taking action “clockwise” as another example, our method achieves an accuracy of 66.86%, meanwhile, CTR-GCN only achieves an accuracy of 51.16%. Taking action “counterclockwise” as another example, our method achieves an accuracy of 51.16%. Taking action “clockwise” as another example, our method achieves an accuracy of 66.86%, meanwhile, CTR-GCN only achieves an accuracy of 51.16%. Taking action “counterclockwise” as another example, our method achieves an accuracy of 51.16%.

### Table 3: Comparison of performances against novel motion patterns (short for NMP) between CTR-GCN and ours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Type</th>
<th>CS\textsubscript{1} (%)</th>
<th>CS\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
<th>CV\textsubscript{1} (%)</th>
<th>CV\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTR-GCN</td>
<td>59.77</td>
<td>86.76</td>
<td>54.36</td>
<td>69.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (Local)</td>
<td>64.22</td>
<td>76.40</td>
<td>59.40</td>
<td>66.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Comparison of per action recognition accuracy between CTR-GCN and ours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Type</th>
<th>CS\textsubscript{1} (%)</th>
<th>CS\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
<th>CV\textsubscript{1} (%)</th>
<th>CV\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTR-GCN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (Local)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Comparison of novel motion patterns (short for NMP) between CTR-GCN and ours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Type</th>
<th>CS\textsubscript{1} (%)</th>
<th>CS\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
<th>CV\textsubscript{1} (%)</th>
<th>CV\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTR-GCN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (Local)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which is 4.14% higher than CTR-GCN. Taking one type of novel motion patterns as an example, CTR-GCN achieves an accuracy of 41.58% on testing samples that are affected by novel motion patterns of “walking”. Compared with CTR-GCN, our method achieves an accuracy of 46.88%, which outperforms CTR-GCN by 5.30%. Our method also achieves a mean accuracy of 66.85% using CS2 protocol, which is 4.48% higher than CTR-GCN. These improvements show that our method can recognize actions that are severely affected by novel motion patterns, while previous skeleton-based action recognition method finds difficulty in directly using a well-trained model on test samples with novel motion patterns. Table 5 compares our method with ST-GCN (Yan, Xiong, and Lin 2018), CTR-GCN (Chen et al. 2021), and info-GCN (Chi et al. 2022). We find an interesting phenomenon that ST-GCN achieves comparable results with the most recent CTR-GCN and info-GCN methods. We infer that complex networks that perform well on skeleton-based action recognition task may show poor generalization probability to handle novel motion patterns. Our method with local modeling for implementing policy network is short for Ours (Local), which outperforms ST-GCN and CTR-GCN by a large margin using all kinds of protocols. Our method also outperforms info-GCN using CS1, CV1, and CV2 protocols. The action “nod” and “shake” are difficult cases since their motion patterns are weak and therefore can be easily destroyed by noises.

Ablation Studies

We first evaluate the effect of our proposed AMMG block. Our model achieves accuracy of 51.05% using CS1 protocol and achieves accuracy of 66.90% using CS2 protocol. After removing AMMG block, the performance of our model drops by nearly 4% using either CS1 protocol or CS2 protocol. Second, we evaluate different designs for implementing our policy networks. As shown in Table 5, Ours (Local) outperforms Ours (Global & Local). We infer that if the policy network can capture the action-specific skeleton joints, the performance drops when τ changes from 0.1 to 0.01. Since training with a much smaller value of τ is difficult, the performance drops when τ changes from 0.01 to 0.001. We set τ to 0.01 as the default for our policy network.

Fig. 6 takes an action “keepClose” which is affected by novel motion patterns “walking” as an example and shows the visualization of feature maps and masked skeleton joints. Fig. 6 (a) is the input feature map for our policy network located in the first mask convolution layer. After local modeling and Gumbel Softmax, our policy network selects skeleton joints that are colored in red (masked skeleton joints are colored in black). As can be seen, most action-specific skeleton joints are preserved.

Conclusion

This paper presents a Mask Graph Convolutional Network (Mask-GCN) framework to handle novel motion patterns in a practical skeleton-based action recognition task. Our Mask-GCN takes advantage of a new Adjacency Matrix Mask Generation (AMMG) block to learn action-dependant adjacency matrix mask, which guides graph convolution to learn spatial features from action-specific skeleton joints and to block disturbing from action-agnostic skeleton joints. We collect a challenging dataset and set up different protocols for evaluation. Extensive experiments on our dataset verify the effectiveness of our proposed Mask-GCN, which outperforms the most related CTR-GCN method by a large margin and also achieves comparable results with the state-of-the-art info-GCN method using most protocols.
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